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Philosophy of Religion An examination of why we have religion in every society; what makes
religion necessary, good, or bad; and how we can enrich the practice of whatever religion we
choose to practice. These basic life issues are explored: What is Truth? What is
Consciousness? Inescapable Wonder, What is Religion? Six Was to Imagine the
Unimaginable, The Ethics of Response-Ability. “With clarify and abundant insights, Gene
Marshall proposes ways by which we can move beyond old forms to those that would enable
us to manifest qualities of ‘profound humanness’. He has given us a roadmap constructed of
vital possibilities, which are urgently needed in this time of multiple crises when the status quo
simply will not do.” - Charlene Spretnak: author of Relational Reality, The Resurgence of the
Real, and States of Grace; Ojai, CA “The truth of reality if a mystery—in Gene Marshall’s
language, ‘an almighty unknown’—but reality is ever-present to our consciousness. To know
what is known, or to make reality real, these are the profundities that Marshall systematically
and thoughtfully probes in an analysis that rings as earnest and true as the author who penned
it.” - Dr. Jeffrey W. Robbins: Professor and Chair Religion and Philosophy; Lebanon Valley
College; Annville, PA “Gene Marshall coaxes the reader beyond the limiting enclosure of the
personality-centered self and ego mind and into the realm of authentic personal interior
experience. The author lifts the fog created by the pesky self-serving human mind regarding
the interior life, and provides a path of clarify into depth states of being.” - Michael D. May:
Teacher, Group Discussion Leader, Curriculum Editor for Interior Mythos Journeys;
Bloomington, IN
Whether it is called enlightenment, pure presence, or "unconditioned awareness," there exists
an awakened state of true liberation that is at the heart of every contemplative tradition. Yet
according to Peter Fenner, this experience of boundless consciousness does not have to exist
separately from your day-to-day "conditioned" existence. Rather, you can learn to live as a
unique individual at the same time as you rest in a unified expanse of oneness with all
existence—in a state he calls "Radiant Mind." Students in the West often feel frustrated in trying
to follow the Eastern path to awakening, confused by seemingly vague or counterintuitive
teachings. Peter Fenner created the Radiant Mind practice to help you break through the
obstacles that are often challenging for practitioners in our culture. Drawing upon his
background in both Eastern spirituality and Western psychology, Fenner brings you a precise,
step-by-step approach to nondual practice that includes: How to observe and dissolve fixations
to live in the here and now, without being controlled by your desires Practices to deepen and
stabilize your experience of presence until it becomes second nature Communication as a path
to openness—for you and those around you Tools for identifying your conscious and
unconscious sources of suffering—and learning to transcend those patterns, and much more
Invites seekers to open themselves to the authentic experience of meditation, revealing ways
to ask spiritually powerful questions and determine the real answers.
For almost two millennia, the story of Jesus has shaped the lives of countless people. Yet
today, even though the majority of us grew up in a culture suffused by the mythos of Jesus,
many of us feel disconnected from the essence of his teachings. With Resurrecting Jesus,
Adyashanti invites us to rediscover the life and words of Jesus as a direct path to the most
radical of transformations: spiritual awakening. Jesus crossed all of the boundaries that
separated the people of his time because he viewed the world from the perspective of what
unites us, not what divides us. In Resurrecting Jesus, Adya embarks on a fascinating
reconsideration of the man known as Jesus, examining his life from birth to Resurrection to
reveal a timeless model of awakening and enlightened engagement with the world. Through
close consideration of the archetypal figures and events of the Gospels, Adya issues a call to
“live the Christ” in a way that is unique to each of us. “When the eternal and the human
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meet,” writes Adya, “that’s where love is born—not through escaping our humanity or trying to
disappear into transcendence, but through finding that place where they come into union.”
Resurrecting Jesus is a book for realizing this union in your own life, with heart and mind wide
open to the mystery inside us all. With an all-new foreword by Episcopalian priest and scholar
Cynthia Bourgeault.
There is something about you brighter than the sun and more mysterious than the night sky.
Who are you when you are not thinking yourself into existence? What is ultimately behind the
set of eyes reading these words? In Emptiness Dancing, Adyashanti invites you to wake up to
the essence of what you are, through the natural and spontaneous opening of the mind, heart,
and body that holds the secret to happiness and liberation. From the first stages of realization
to its evolutionary implications, Adyashanti shares a treasure trove of insights into the
challenges of the inner life, offering lucid, down-to-earth advice on topics ranging from the ego,
illusion, and spiritual addiction to compassion, letting go, the eternal now, and more. Whether
you read each chapter in succession or begin on any page you feel inspired to turn to, you will
find in Adyashanti's wisdom an understanding and ever-ready guide to the full wonder of your
infinite self-nature. Excerpt The aim of my teaching is enlightenment—awakening from the
dream state of separateness to the reality of the One. In short, my teaching is focused on
realizing what you are. You may find other elements in my teaching that simply arise as a
response to people’s particular needs of the moment, but fundamentally I’m only interested in
you waking up. Enlightenment means waking up to what you truly are and then being that.
Realize and be, realize and be. Realization alone is not enough. The completion of Selfrealization is to be, act, do, and express what you realize. This is a very deep matter, a whole
new way of life—living in and as reality instead of living out the programmed ideas, beliefs, and
impulses of your dreaming mind. The trust is that you already are what you are seeking. You
are looking for God with his eyes. This truth is so simple and shocking, so radical and taboo
that it is easy to miss among your flurry of seeking. You may have heard what I am saying in
the past and you may even believe it, but my question is, have you realized it with your whole
being? Are you living it? My speaking is meant to shake you awake, not to tell you how to
dream better. You know how to dream better. Depending on what you mental and emotional
state at the time is, I may be very gentle and soft with you, or not so gentle and soft. You may
feel better after talking with me, but that is incidental to awakening. Wake up! You are all living
Buddhas. You are the divine emptiness, the infinite nothing. This I know because I am what
you are, and you are what I am. Let go of all ideas and images in your mind, they come and go
and aren’t even generated by you. So why pay so much attention to your imagination when
reality is for the realizing right now?
Paramahansa Yogananda's life changing book invites us to use the power of spirit to create
health, prosperity and happiness. Filled with sensible down-to-earth wisdom, The Law of
Success explores the spiritual sources of creativity, positive thinking, and dynamic will, as well
as the success-producing power of self-analysis and meditation. It shows how each one of us
can naturally attract happiness and harmony.
This brief essay on the psychology of religion draws on early Buddhist and Christian sources
as well as twentieth-century writings on developmental psychology. Texts from the Pali canon
and the New Testament are compared with Piaget's theory of cognitive development and Anna
Freud's writings on defense mechanisms in children and adolescents. The conclusion of the
essay is that awakening is a universally accessible psychological development.
Whether it happens all at once or gradually over time, spiritual awakening is an experience that
may be accompanied by great insight, ecstatic bliss, or a mystical infusion of light, love, and
vision. But it can be an overwhelming experience, too, leaving those to whom it’s occurred
searching for answers and understanding. Written by a transpersonal psychologist and nondual teacher, this book will help you understand the phenomenon of spiritual awakening, and
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provide guidance and support for you on your spiritual journey. At the heart of most spiritual
traditions is the understanding that we are one with all of existence. This realization, also
known as spiritual awakening or spiritual emergence, can occur spontaneously, after years of
spiritual practice, or through many other portals. Although awakening is often considered a
purely positive experience, many people are not prepared for the ramifications of such a lifealtering event. When your perception of yourself and reality has been altered, you may find
yourself with more questions than answers. Where can you turn? Based on over thirty years of
case studies, as well as the author’s own experiences, When Spirit Leaps explores the why
and what of spiritual awakening, revealing how this phenomenon occurs across all traditions,
and exploring the various ways it can happen. Including discussions on kundalini energy,
meditation, yoga and qigong, breathwork, near-death experiences, and much more, this
inspirational book offers companionship and practical solutions to common challenges along
the spiritual path of awakening. With this book as your guide, you’ll gain a deep understanding
of the process and different portals of awakening, and find comfort and support in the real-life
stories of those who have experienced this shift in consciousness and faced its challenges.
Most importantly, you’ll learn how you can embody this awakening and live joyfully and
effectively without attachment to a personal sense of self, but as the oneness with all that is
your true nature. No matter where you are on your spiritual journey, this book will help you
along the way.
Who are you when you are not thinking yourself into existence? What is ultimately behind the
set of eyes reading these words? In Emptiness Dancing, Adyashanti invites you to wake up to
the essence of what you are, through the natural and spontaneous opening of mind, heart, and
body that holds the secret to happiness and liberation.
More and more people are ''waking up'' spiritually. And for most of them, the question
becomes: now what? ''Information about life after awakening is usually not made public,''
explains Adyashanti. ''It's most often shared only between teachers and their students.'' The
End of Your World is his response to a growing need for direction on the spiritual path.
Consider the book you hold in your hands Adyashanti's personal welcome to ''a new world, a
state of oneness.''
“Falling Into Grace is a dazzling, clear, profound book—a cool drink of water for thirsty hearts
everywhere." —Geneen Roth, author of Women, Food, God “The path to enlightenment today
is cluttered with concepts: Adyashanti cuts through them with a sword so merciless and tender
that only space remains.” —Meg Lundstrom, author of What to Do When You Can’t Decide
“Adyashanti’s teachings point us toward what we most yearn for: realizing and embodying the
love and awareness that is our natural state. Falling Into Grace is wonderfully lucid, simple,
and powerful. It will remind you to stop the struggle and to relax back into what you already
are.” —Tara Brach, author of Radical Acceptance Adyashanti asks us to let go of our struggles
with life and open to the full promise of mindfulness and spiritual awakening: the end of
delusion and the discovery of our essential being. In his many years as a spiritual teacher,
Adyashanti has found the simpler the teaching, the greater its power to initiate this awakening.
In Falling intoGrace, he shares what he considers fundamental insights that will spark a
revolution in the way we perceive life—through a progressive inquiry exploring the concept of a
separate self and the choice to stop believing the thoughts that perpetuate suffering; “taking
the backward step” into the pure potential of the present moment; why mindfulness and
spiritual awakening can be a disturbing process; absolute union with every part of our
experience and true autonomy—the unique expression of our own sense of freedom. Excerpt:
When I was a young child, about seven or eight years old, one of the things I started to notice
and ponder as I watched the adults around me was that the adult world is prone to suffering,
pain, and conflict. Even though I grew up in a relatively healthy household with loving parents
and two sisters, I still saw a great deal of pain around me. As I looked at the adult world, I
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wondered: How is it that people come into conflict? As a child, I also happened to be a great
listener—some may even say an eavesdropper. I would listen to every conversation that went
on in the house. In fact, it was a family joke that nothing happened in the house without me
knowing about it. I liked to know everything that was going on around me, and so I spent a lot
of my childhood listening to the conversation of adults, in my home and in the homes of
relatives. Much of the time, I found what they talked about to be quite interesting, but I also
noticed a certain ebb and flow to most of their discussions—how conversations moved into a
little bit of conflict, then back away from it.
With stories from her personal life and her experience as a spiritual director, Rev. Jane
Vennard illustrates the joys and frustrations of spiritual practice, with insights from various
religious traditions and exercises and meditations for your journey.
???“?????”?“????????”?“??????”?????????????????,????????,????;?????????????????????
??????;??????????????????????
What would happen if you were to allow everything to be exactly as it is? If you gave up the
need for control, and instead embraced the whole of your experience in each moment that
arose? In the 14 years that he studied Zen, Adyashanti found that most seasoned meditators
had used the practice as "an end instead of a means to an end." What he ultimately realized
was that only when you let go of all techniques—even the concept of yourself as a
meditator—will you open to the art of True Meditation, dwelling in the natural state. True
Meditation invites you to join the growing number of seekers who have been touched by the
wisdom of Adyashanti to learn: How to make the "effortless effort" that will vivify the present
moment Meditative self-inquiry and "The Way of Subtraction": how to ask a spiritually powerful
question—and determine the real answer "We've been taught that awakening is difficult,"
explains Adyashanti, "that to wake up from the illusion of separation takes years. But all it
really takes is a willingness to look into the depths of your experience here and now." True
Meditation gives you the opportunity to reclaim the original purpose of meditation—as a
gateway to "the objectless freedom of being."

Turkish for ‘Divine Light,’ Ilahinoor can help transform our lives and co-create a
new Earth. The closer we come to planetary awakening, the stronger is the
potential for personal transformation, physical healing, and divine manifestation.
The book you hold in your hands is a complete manual for a powerful healing
practice known as Ilahinoor. This source energy can prepare us to ride the
evolutionary wave that is coming our way and to manifest the divine human that
slumbers within. “Ilahinoor is a well-woven journey drawn from prevailing
scientific theory and ancient mythology to personal experience. Windrider
effortlessly combines multi-cultural threads into a rich tapestry of hope and
practical application – truly a comprehensive guide to understanding and
awakening our divine expression.” – Lisa Wimberger, Author of New Beliefs,
New Brain “A right and left brained understanding of the upcoming earth and
consciousness changes as well as a practical method to help us through those
changes. Kiara’s journey is an adventure story in itself, one that has taken him to
a visionary perspective which he embodies with gentleness and humility.” – Mary
Lou Johnson, Founder, Canadian Holistic Nurses Association “The strength and
flow of my Source connection has been greatly enhanced by my experiences
with Ilahinoor. – Kimberley Jones, Author of Soul Whispers"
Live a life of peace, love, and happiness through spiritual awakening In Wake Up
Now, author Stephan Bodian--nationally recognized expert on meditation and
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spirituality and former editor-in-chief of Yoga Journal--reveals that spiritual
awakening is not some faraway dream, or overly complicated to achieve, but an
ever-present reality that is always available here and now. Based on his own
experience and over 30 years of teaching the direct approach to spiritual
awakening, Bodian has broken down the awakening process into five
overlapping, loosely sequential stages: seeking, awakening, deepening and
clarifying, embodying, and living the awakened life. Wake Up Now guides you
through every stage of the journey, from the process of seeking through the often
prolonged and challenging process of integrating the awakening into everyday
life. "This book is one of the most concise guides to spiritual awakening I have
read. Both profound and practical, it guides the reader through the intricacies of
awakening as only someone who has walked the walk themselves can do. The
clarity and compassion this book offers the sincere spiritual seeker is both rare
and welcome." --Adyashanti, renowned spiritual teacher and author of The
Impact of Awakening and Emptiness Dancing Topics include: Entering the
Gateless Gate; Seeking without a Seeker; Freedom from the Known; The
Practice of Presence; Who is Experiencing this Moment Right now; Spontaneous
Awakening; In the Wake of Awakening; Embodying the Light; Freeing the Dark
Inside the Light; The Awakened Life
?????????????????“????”??????????????????,?????????,????????,??????????
????.
Uplifting Tools of Self-Discovery Searching for the niche where you belong in
life? Yearning to manifest more love, enjoyment, and happiness in your life? This
treasure trove of wisdom guides you through an uplifting lifetime journey of
personal experience lessons—all designed to restore your self-esteem and lead
you to right employment and fulfillment. Each true story, drawn from author Helen
Hamilton’s long life, invites and encourages your personal growth leading you to
greater satisfaction in your life. A few of the different and unusual topics included
are • influences of ancestral inheritance; • methods to Identify and accept your
personality type; • steps to improve your relationships; • ways to achieve
permanent weight loss; • guides to right employment and effective goals; • tarot
pointers for spiritual progression.
Discovering our true nature could be called the discovery of emptiness?of the
vast stillness and loving silence that lies beyond and within all that exists. Our
lives are the dance of this emptiness as it flowers into form. "Emptiness Dancing"
offers dynamic teachings that come directly from this emptiness and draw the
open heart into profound realization. Adyashanti reveals valuable insights and
explores important themes relevant to those seeking and deepening into truth.
He shares an enlightened perspective on:the seeker?s struggle the joys and
challenges of awakening the symptoms of spiritual addiction the essence of
sacred relationship the true meaning of enlightenment the simple secret to
happiness
Seize the joy and healing power of dance! Drawing from her years of experience
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as a dance and movement teacher, and as cofounder of the international dance
organization InterPlay, Cynthia Winton-Henry helps you overcome your
embarrassment or anxiety and discover in dance a place of solace and
restoration, as well as an energizing spiritual force. She taps into the spirit of
dancing throughout history and in many world cultures to provide detailed
exercises that will help you learn to trust your body and interpret its physical and
spiritual intentions. For both newcomers and seasoned movers alike, she
encourages you to embrace dance as a spiritual tool to:
Master teacher Adyashanti shows the way toward the many dimensions of
awakening. For renowned teacher Adyashanti, every single moment contains a
doorway into spiritual awakening. But what does it actually mean to “wake up” to
the truth of reality? And what does it take to recognize these opportunities? In
The Direct Way, Adya (as his students call him) offers a sequence of 30 practices
intended to connect with and cultivate ever-greater awareness of the unseen
dimensions of your being. From the simple expression of “I am,” to an
exploration of the spiritual heart, and all the way into the fundamental ground of
being, these exercises emphasize that the process of awakening takes “many
small glimpses, experienced many times.” Adya concludes these lessons with
practical pointers on how to integrate transcendent experiences into the everyday
fabric of life—including your career, personal goals, and intimate relationships. No
one experiences awakening quite the same way. With The Direct Way, not only
will Adya show you dozens of pathways toward spiritual realization, but you will
also discover an awareness as wide as the sky and as personal as your
innermost heart.
Do you long to live a more authentic life but feel you might be getting in your own way? In
Hidden Treasure, author Alice McDowell reveals five personality patterns that cause
unnecessary suffering and block individuals from living a full and radiant life. These patterns
can be so ingrained that they influence body shape and even who a person thinks they are.
Through a series of exercises, compelling true stories, fun cartoons, and spiritual insights,
McDowell offers individuals and groups an opportunity to learn about—and break free of—these
patterns. She provides guidelines for readers to join or create a Hidden Treasure group for
ongoing exploration. No matter a person’s age or background, Hidden Treasure can light the
way to soften and heal these patterns—and restore your true self and spiritual identity in the
process.
Emptiness DancingSounds True
More and more people are “waking up” spiritually. And for most of them, the question
becomes: now what? “Information about life after awakening is usually not made public,”
explains Adyashanti. “It’s most often shared only between teachers and their students.” The
End of Your World is his response to a growing need for direction on the spiritual path.
Consider the book you hold in your hands Adyashanti’s personal welcome to “a new world, a
state of oneness.” Adyashanti begins by describing the “I got it/I lost it” phenomenon that
perplexes so many of his students—the fluctuation between what he calls “nonabiding”
awakening and the ultimate state of “abiding” enlightenment. With straight talk and penetrating
insight, Adyashanti then points out the pitfalls and cul-de-sacs that “un-enlighten” us along the
journey, including the trap of meaninglessness, how the ego can “co-opt” realization for its
own purposes, the illusion of superiority that may accompany intense spiritual breakthroughs,
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and the danger of becoming “drunk on emptiness.” “Full awakening comes when you
sincerely look at yourself, deeper than you’ve imagined, and question everything,” teaches
Adyashanti. The End of Your World is your invitation to join Adyashanti for an honest
investigation of what you really are—and how to live once you discover it. Contents Chapter
One: Exploring Life After Awakening Chapter Two: Authentic Awakening—And the
Disorientation That Can Follow Chapter Three: “I Got It, I Lost It” Chapter Four: We Come to
Nirvana by Way of Samsara Chapter Five: Coming Completely Out of Hiding Chapter Six:
Common Delusions, Traps, and Points of Fixation Chapter Seven: Life Itself Holds Up a Mirror
for Our Awakening Chapter Eight: The Energetic Component of Awakening Chapter Nine:
When Awakening Penetrates the Mind, Heart, and Gut Chapter Ten: Effort or Grace? Chapter
Eleven: The Natural State Chapter Twelve: The Story of the Wedding Chapter Thirteen: An
Interview With Adyashanti Excerpt There’s a phenomenon happening in the world today. More
and more people are waking up—having real, authentic glimpses of reality. By this I mean that
people seem to be having moments where they awaken out of their familiar senses of self, and
out of their familiar senses of what the world is, into a much greater reality—into something far
beyond anything they knew existed. These experiences of awakening differ from person to
person. For some, the awakening is sustained over time, while for others the glimpse is
momentary—it may last just a split second. But in that instant, the whole sense of “self”
disappears. The way people perceive the world suddenly changes, and they find themselves
without any sense of separation between themselves and the world. It can be likened to the
experience of waking up from a dream—a dream you didn’t even know you were in until you
were jolted out of it. In the beginning of my teaching work, most of the people who came to me
were seeking these deeper realizations of spirituality. They were seeking to wake up from the
limited and isolated senses of self they had imagined themselves to be. It’s this yearning that
underpins all spiritual seeking: to discover for ourselves what we already intuit to be true—that
there is more to life than we are currently perceiving. But as time has passed, more and more
people are coming to me who have already had glimpses of this greater reality. It is because of
them that I am giving the teachings of this book.
???20?????????????????????,???????????????,??????,??4??28???,??????????????????????
????????????
There is a gentle but profound revolution in human consciousness happening throughout the
world — it has affected millions of people from all walks of life, and the numbers continue to
multiply exponentially. The breakthroughs they have experienced are startlingly similar and are
marked by a new sense of well-being, increased joy in life, diminished fear, and a natural
impulse to serve and contribute to the world in a real way. For more than a decade, Arjuna
Ardagh has studied this worldwide advance in human consciousness marked by what he calls
“translucents” — individuals who have undergone a spiritual awakening deeply enough that it
has permanently transformed their relationship to themselves and to reality, while allowing
them to remain involved in ordinary life. The Translucent Revolution draws on the author's
dialogues with thousands of writers, teachers, and workshop participants around the world who
display characteristics of “translucence.” He blends observation, anecdote, and research,
including commentaries from leading pioneers in the field of human consciousness.
Throughout the ages, on every continent on earth, there have been people who seek "the
truth," and many were able to devote their lives to finding the truth about the meaning of life.
These people were aware that there is "something more than meets the eye." Their courage
and dedication enabled them to awaken from the illusion of the world around them. Using
meditation to release the mind from the external world of illusions, they are able to "wake up"
from the illusion of the outside world. How does one find the truth about the nature of one's
own existence? How does one "see" what cannot be seen with the naked eye? How does one
"wake up" from the illusions surrounding us? This book is a great choice both for those who
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are looking for comprehensive knowledge of the benefits of meditation, and those who are
simply curious about what meditation is. This book is designed for people who are reflecting on
their own life. Open it and you will attract yourself to internal reflection. This book shows the
benefits of meditation and how it can improve the quality of your mental health and ultimately,
your life. This book illustrates what meditation truly is, and is based on the combined years of
experience of the famous masters of meditation. Hopefully you will find it a source of
inspiration.
Join renowned spiritual teacher Adyashanti for a practice-based journey out of the thinking
mind and into the awakened awareness beyond perceptual reality. For renowned teacher
Adyashanti, every single moment contains a doorway into spiritual awakening. But what does it
actually mean to “wake up” to the truth of reality? And what does it take to recognize these
opportunities? In The Direct Way, Adya (as his students call him) offers a sequence of 30
practices intended to connect with and cultivate ever-greater awareness of the unseen
dimensions of your being. From the simple expression of “I am,” to an exploration of the
Spiritual Heart, and all the way into the fundamental ground of being, these exercises
emphasize that the process of awakening takes “many small glimpses, experienced many
times.” Adya concludes with practical pointers on how to integrate transcendent experiences
into the everyday fabric of life—including your career, personal goals, and intimate relationships.
Here you will discover: How to dis-identify from conceptual, ego-based thinking Perceiving the
ego as a tool to navigate consciousness rather than an obstacle The “knowing yet empty”
quality of foundational awareness The surprising route to realizing awareness of the Spiritual
Heart Feeling through the Spiritual Heart as a way to experience true interconnection The
meaning of the Zen teaching phrase, “This very body is the Buddha” Exploring the exhilarating
paradox of Being and Becoming How to establish anchor points to stabilize your journey into
the Ground of Being What it means to live each day with “enlightened relativity” How
awakening puts control of your experience in your hands—but also the responsibility for it No
one experiences awakening quite the same. With The Direct Way, join Adya to discover
pathways toward an awareness as wide as the sky and as personal as your innermost heart.

Practitioners working in the helping professions realise the importance of
supervision as a space for: reflection; compassionate inquiry; and continuing
professional development. This book presents examples of good practice which
will help readers to enhance their own supervisory relationships. Robin Shohet
brings together supervisors from the fields of consultancy, education, coaching,
psychotherapy, youth work and homeopathy, many of whom have been
supervising for over 20 years. The contributors explain why supervision continues
to be just as important as when they first started, and describe how and why they
have managed to stay passionate about their chosen career. The book features
numerous case examples to illustrate the different perspectives, demonstrating
that supervision is essential and rewarding in a variety of professions. Passionate
Supervision is a valuable resource for anyone working in the helping professions,
for whom supervision is an integral part of their work.
?This book critiques our reliance on Eurocentric knowledge in the education and
training of psychology and psychiatry. Chapters explore the diversity of
‘constructions of the self’ in non-Western cultures, examining traditional
psychologies from Africa, Asia, Australasia, and Pre-Columbian America. The
authors discuss liberation psychologies and contemporary movements in healing
and psychological therapy that draw on both Western and non-Western sources
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of knowledge. A central theme confronted is the importance, in a rapidly shrinking
world, for knowledge systems derived from diverse cultures to be explored and
disseminated equally. The authors contend that for this to happen, academia as
a whole must lead in promoting cross-national and cross-cultural understanding
that is free of colonial misconceptions and prejudices. This unique collection will
be of value to all levels of study and practice across psychology and psychiatry
and to anyone interested in looking beyond Western definitions and
understandings.
From esteemed teacher Adyashanti, a collection of writings on the search for the
ultimate reality beneath the narrative of our lives "Our inner lives are every bit as
astonishing, baffling, and mysterious as the infinite vastness of the cosmos."
—Adyashanti We all define our lives through the lens of stories. Whether we see
ourselves as heroes or victims, good people or bad, everyone lives according to
interwoven strands of narrative. "And yet," teaches Adyashanti, "the truth is
bigger than any concept or story." Drawn from intimate, deep-dive talks, The
Most Important Thing presents writings devoted to the search for the ultimate
reality of a self that exists beyond the bounds of storytelling. Here you will find
vivid anecdotes and teaching stories that illuminate the felt experience of
Adyashanti’s teachings—those moments of grace in which every stone, tree, ray
of light, and fraught silence reveal that none of us is alone and no one is ever
truly isolated from the whole of existence. These selections consider: Exploration
of the true meaning of birth, life, and death • Why grace can arrive both through
struggle and as an unexpected gift • Meditation as the art of "listening with one’s
entire being" • Why a good question can be far more powerful than a concrete
answer • How the things you choose to serve shape your life • Discovering the
wisdom found in surprise, sadness, and uncertainty • Embodying your innate and
inextricable connection with the total environment • The nature of ego and the
ways it manifests • The moments of grace upon which all great religions pivot
What is the story of your life? Is it happy or adventurous? Sad or lonely? In The
Most Important Thing, Adyashanti shows you how to look past your personal
narratives, delve inward, and connect with the truths that fundamentally animate
all of us.
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